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ABSTRACT 

A chassis design involves selecting optimum measures of parts and iterating it to 

achieve the objectives assumed.  Every part of chassis is related to each other; it is 

necessary to study effects to get an optimum design. This research paper aims at the 

design, analysis, and manufacturing of a chassis. This paper also covers the pre-

designing phase of constructing a human ergonomics for a driver, drafting a chassis to 

accommodate 95th percentile men and 5th percentile female, and thoroughly analyzing 

the model to check for safety. This paper also introduces the way to make fixtures for 

effective and efficient manufacturing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

This project aims to design and manufacture a new FSAE chassis for the 2020 season. The team 

has been given the task of iterating on a successful FSAE 2019 car that went to the competition. 

Major goals include: 

 Conform to all FSAE chassis rules 

 Improve on previous year designs  

 Manufacture the final design  

Along with these major goals, the chassis design plays a large role in impacting the car's 

other systems. It aimed to be as flexible as possible and take into account the needs of the car's 

subsystems. Designing the chassis is the most crucial part for any team because it supports all 

the various vehicle departments. The cockpit design is essential, as it has to accommodate the 

95th percentile male. Also, the design should be made not to compromise driver safety at any 

condition. The design should not fail at any cost, and it should have the minimum required 

stiffness, strength, and torsional rigidity, and it should be highly reliable and safe.  After the 

analysis and fabrication of the chassis, during its presentation, the judging is done by the 

officials by considering results from technical inspection, static event, and dynamic event, and 

by summing up all the given points in this all events, the final decision is taken. 

This paper discusses the method adopted for designing the chassis from design 

considerations to the final manufacturing of the designed product. It also discusses the 

development of low-cost fixtures compared to high-cost conventional metal fixtures. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The research was done about the same subject previously to know how projects can be 

accomplished and what new things can be implemented, which would help future projects. 

After going through different researches, discrete information on something that might be 

implemented in the project was collected. 

In “Formula SAE Race Car Cockpit Design and Ergonomics Study for Cockpit” by Eva 

Mariotti and Badih Jawad, the different ergonomics design and manufacturing of physical 

ergonomics model is discussed in detail. This paper mainly focuses on the human relationship 

with the vehicle. It gives specific positioning of the steering wheel, gear shifter, etc. concerning 

driver’s hand. With the use of the physical ergonomics model, it is also possible to check the 

vehicle's approximate visibility. Also cockpit template and 95th male percentile Percy rules can 

be confirmed by using this physical model. [1] 

In Amogh Raut and Aniket Patil’s paper, a detailed review of design, testing, and validation 

is made. This paper discusses different SAE rule regarding the designing of chassis and also 

considerations of safety while designing. Furthermore, it gives insight into the analysis concepts 

about loading and boundary conditions. [2] 

In the report of “Design and Optimization of FSAE Frame”, the design and manufacturing 

of chassis and suspension are considered. The report depicts suspension related concepts 

regarding chassis and also gives a manufacturing view. Managerial ideas, marketing, and 

financial strategies are also discussed, covering another important static part of the 

competition.[3] 

3. METHODOLOGY 

Before designing the actual product, iterations on different parameters were done. The problem 

related to the physical ergonomics setup were identified. These were: Determination of seat 

inclination, pedal box position, dashboard controls, and shifter location in consideration with 
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team’s drivers and SAE’s body dimension for the 95th percentile male. The conclusion was 

agreed to be made based on jigs set up that acts as a mock-up chassis. An ergonomics setup was 

created to serve the purpose, as shown below.   

 

Figure 1 Ergonomics Structure 

In this setup, the main hoop can be moved to and fro while the front hoop remains stationary. 

Series of holes are drilled on the surface of these strips to adjust the height of both. Holes with 

diameter 10mm and central distance between holes were 25mm, varying the angle by 5 degrees 

up and down. Also, seat inclination can be changed by the holes made in the main hoop strip, 

and the pedal box position was adjusted by the SAE rule of min 36in distance from driver’s 

torso. Following are the observations were made from the ergonomics which satisfies all the 

templates: 

Table 1 Vehicle ergonomics iterations 

FRH Height 

(inch) 

Driver Eye 

Height 

FH to MH 

Distance 

MH to 

Seat 

Driver Recline 

Angle 

Visibility 

(Feet) 

22 27 35 11 60 6 

21 25 32 11 55 7 

22 28 32 11 75 6 

The cockpit area and the front compartment of the car were designed in the Creo student 

version from the above data. Other parameters such as front bulkhead dimensions and ground 

clearance were selected concerning the anti-intrusion plate and suspension design, respectively. 

Also, for greater stiffness, all suspension points were brought on nodes. For rear compartment 

dimensions and position, engine, exhaust bent pipe, battery, and other components were 

identified and designed to maintain everything in its place to give a required performance. 

While designing the chassis all constraints provided by SAE were satisfied. The section of bent 

tubing mounted to the rear; an upper suspension mount is placed to distribute the suspension 

load and provide a location for mounting of the shocks and chain guard. 

All tube sizes that were not explicitly dictated by the SAE SUPRA Rulebook have been 

analyzed under loading conditions. Also, chassis was made compact, keeping in mind the 

proper packaging of all components such as engine, differential, springs, steering, etc. These 

actions were taken to support the weight of the vehicle low simultaneously. 

Material selection for steel is limited to 5% carbon. Therefore the available options were 

AISI 4130, AISI 1018, and AISI 1020. AISI 4130 was selected as it has a high strength to 

weight ratio amongst the given options. From the literature it is found that Ansys software gives 

good results [11-31]. 
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Table 2 Material Properties 

 

4. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

After completion of the design, the CAD model of chassis was analyzed by using the Ansys 

student version. Practically there could be four possible failure of a chassis front, side, rear 

impact, and torsional failure as mentioned below, 

4.1. Side Impact Test 

This test is carried out to ensure a driver's safety in case the vehicle is hit at a side structure. 

The common cause for side-impact is during a solo crossing at an intersection. In this test, the 

3g force is applied to the side impact member.  As seen from the fig, the max force generated 

is 235 MPa, which is less than the selected material's yield tensile strength. Therefore chassis 

is safe in Side Impact Test. 

 

Figure 2 Side Impact Stress Analysis Figure 3 Side Impact Deflection Analysis 
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Figure 4 Side Impact Test Boundary Condition 

Figure 4 shows the boundary conditions applied to the side-impact test. Red color indicates 

the nodal displacement of such points is fixed at the lateral and vertical axis, and the yellow 

portion shows the area on which force acts. Also, the nodal rotations are made fixed for both 

front and rear nodal points. 

4.2. Front Impact Test 

This test is carried out to check if the vehicle is safe when it gets impacted by the front. 46% of 

the total accidents are front impact and have the most influence on the car, so the test is done 

to check the chassis' safety. For this purpose, a force of 4g is applied to the full-frontal area. 

Max stress generated in this test is 157 MPa, which is under the safe limit. Therefore it is safe 

under front impact conditions. 

Figure 7 shows the boundary conditions for front impact analysis. In front impact analysis, 

node points of the rear are made fixed, and the displacement of the front nodes at the 

longitudinal and vertical axis is made free. Nodal rotations of both ends are made fixed. The 

yellow portion shows force is applied to the area. 

 

Figure 5 Front Impact Stress Analysis  Figure 6 Front Impact Deflection Analysis 
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Figure 7 Front Impact Test Boundary Condition 

4.3. Rear Impact Test 

This test is conducted if the vehicle gets hit at the rear portion. These types of accidents are 

rare, but when it happens, it could be harsh. Generally, 3g forces are applied to the rearmost 

section of a vehicle that could come in contact during impact. As seen from the figure, max 

stress generated is 248Mpa, which is less than the selected material's yield strength. Therefore 

the Chassis is safe in a rear impact test.  

  

Figure 8 Rear Impact Stress Analysis  Figure 9 Rear Impact Deflection Analysis 

 

Figure 10 Rear Impact Test Boundary Condition 
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Figure 10 shows the boundary conditions for rear impact analysis. In the rear-impact study, 

Front suspension nodal points are made fixed while the rear points' displacement is made free 

in the longitudinal and vertical axis. Nodal rotations of both the ends are set. Force is applied 

to the yellow portion. 

4.4. Torsional Analysis 

This analysis is critical as the vehicle is subjected to a torsional load every second during its 

run. These stresses are generated due to the banking of roads. For this particular analysis, loads 

are applied from both sides of the vehicle to act like a couple at suspension picks up points. 

Here 3g force is used on both sides. Max stresses produced 430 Mpa, which under the yield 

strength of a material. Hence the chassis is safe in all the conditions.  

 

Figure 11 Torsional Stress Analysis Figure 12 Torsional Deflection Analysis 

 

Figure 13 Torsional Analysis Boundary Condition 

Figure 13 shows the boundary conditions for torsional analysis. In the torsional analysis, 

one can make either sides displacement fixed and can apply a force on the other side, as shown 

by arrows. In the above figure, nodal displacement and rotations are made fixed, and at the 

frontal nodal points, displacement and rotation are kept free. 

5. MANUFACTURING 

For manufacturing chassis equivalent to the CAD model, it was necessary to develop accurate 

fixtures. Before manufacturing, fixtures were designed to give required dimensional accuracy 
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at a low cost. MDF board is used as a material that provides the necessary strength for holding 

the chassis tubes and does not catch fire during welding.  

Series of slots were made in the main longitudinal plate, and respective strips were sliding 

in these slots to give proper positioning of the tubes. These fixtures are for one time use. After 

complete assemblage of tubes, fixtures can be cut by the grinder. Fixtures are shown below:  

 

Figure 14 Actual Prototype with Fixtures 

This type of fixture can accommodate any design of chassis. Slots on the plate are nothing 

but coordinate with the tubes. With these fixtures, welding of tubes can be done with ease. The 

fixtures are so accurate that one can start assembling these tubes from both ends. 

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As per said objective, the chassis conforms to all the FSAE rules. Because of the change in the 

design of roll hoops, the new chassis' width is considerably less compared to the previous 

system. As the height of the front roll hoop is reduced, the driver visibility is also enhanced.  It 

also offers excellent serviceability to other parts of the vehicle because of its neat design.  

The chassis was carefully researched by viewing previous designs, past research, and 

currently manufactured products. The knowledge was then applied and combined to design a 

chassis to fit formula SAE requirements. The requirements of functions, designs, and rules were 

met in the final design. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The manufactured design of chassis satisfies all the objectives decided at the beginning. All 

dimensions of three compartments viz. front, driver, and engine are the same as designed. 

Because of the kind of fixture developed, it saves a lot of manufacturing and protects the 

unnecessary investment in steel fixtures. Physical ergonomics gives crucial data about the 

positioning of different components and visibly aspect to a driver before complete 

manufacturing and assemblage of vehicle. 
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